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Introduction
A key aspect of Internet marketing that many Internet marketers overlook is
how important traffic is to one’s business. Without traffic coming to your
website, you have no chance to make sales.

Yet, many Internet marketers are so focused on their individual product
offers, offers they are promoting as affiliates, or joint ventures they are
involved in that they forget to put a proper amount of attention on traffic.
The old saying, “Build it, and they will come,” does NOT apply to Internet
marketing. People aren’t just going to come to your website and your offer
because you put it online- you have to get people to come, see it, and
consider it. This is the traffic part of the equation, and that’s what this
ebook will focus on.

In this ebook, you will learn about various methods of free and paid traffic.
You will learn the difference between quantity and quality of traffic. You will
learn about the importance of quality content and the power of search
engine optimization (SEO), viral marketing, and social media marketing.
You will also learn about how Google Analytics can help you learn more
about the traffic that is coming to your site.

There are many avenues of traffic on the World Wide Web, and there are
potentially billions of people out there that you can reach from all across the
world. If you know how to tap into quality traffic and can convince them
that your offer is worthwhile, you have the chance to have a very profitable
online business.
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Zero Traffic Equals Zero Sales
Many Internet marketers, whether they are promoting their own products or
offers of others as an affiliate, overlook the fact that traffic is essential to
getting sales. If you have no traffic to your own product page or the page of
an offer you are an affiliate of, you will get NO sales. In other words, you
will make NO money from your affiliate marketing efforts. Therefore, it is
important to not forget the traffic.

Note that not all traffic is equal. One may think that getting a high amount
of traffic to an offer is better than getting a low amount of traffic to the same
offer, but if the lower amount of traffic is more highly targeted (i.e. matches
up better with the offer you are promoting), you are likelier to make more
affiliate sales with the lower amount of traffic than with the higher amount of
traffic.

With any Internet marketing, including affiliate marketing, the offer you
promote must match up well with your target audience or market- if it
doesn’t, no matter how great the offer is and how many people you send to
it, you’ll make fewer or even no sales. Therefore, it’s important to keep in
mind the product offer you are promoting, the target market for that offer,
and getting members of that target market to see the offer.

Therefore, it is key to getting high-quality traffic to your website or affiliate
promotion so that you have a chance to make sales. Then, of course, it will
depend on whether that traffic is really interested in your offer or not, your
sales copy, and good follow-up email marketing to turn that traffic into sales.

Fortunately, there are several ways to get quality traffic to your site, both
free and paid types. We will explore many free and paid traffic strategies in
the next chapter.
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Free Traffic Vs Paid Traffic
There are many ways to get traffic to your website. Some of them are free
methods, others are paid methods. Generally, paid ways of getting traffic
will get results (i.e. traffic and turning traffic into sales) faster than free
ways of getting traffic, but paid ways can get costly, especially if you are
inexperienced in the paid traffic method or are involved in a method with
more experienced and better-financed competitors (such as pay-per-click
ads on Google, etc.).

Many Internet marketers will often start out with free ways of getting traffic
and build their businesses up over time, then utilizing paid methods to help
boost the traffic they get to their sites and increase the number of sales they
get over a shorter period of time, especially when they discover they have a
popular offer that people want.

Thus, it makes sense to use both ways of getting traffic - free and paid – to
build and grow your business. We will address more on how you should get
started in the following chapters. For now, let’s go over a number of traffic
methods to give you an overview of several of the options you have to get
quality traffic to your site. (Note that this list is not exhaustive- there are
even more methods you can consider and use, but we will attempt to
provide the most effective and popular ones here).

On-Site/Off-Site Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
Search engine optimization (SEO) is where you modify your site according to
the search engine’s preferred algorithms to rank highly in their search
results. There are both on-site and off-site free methods you can use to
help boost your site’s rankings in the search engines.
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On-site SEO involves putting quality content that your target market is
looking for on your site, using a good combination of keywords in your meta
tags (part of the HTML code that makes up your site), making sure none of
the pages of your site have broken links or displaying incorrectly, ensuring
your pages display correctly on mobile devices, and not putting large pop-up
windows over the content of your site.

Off-site SEO involves ways to help your site rise in the search engine
rankings away from your site. This includes getting follow-back links on
high-ranking and high-quality websites, especially those that are pertinent in
your industry. Off-site SEO also includes the following methods.

Guest Post Blogging
Guest post blogging involves you being a guest poster on another person’s
blog. Usually, you will be invited to do a guest post on a blog that is either
in the same or complementary industry as your site. For instance, if you are
into social media marketing and the guest site is into SEO, the owner of that
site may ask you to write a guest post on how social media can influence offsite SEO and help a site rank higher in the search engines.

In fact, this is how guest post blogging can help you to gain more traffic to
your site. When people of a prominent site see your post and your signature
link (i.e. a small section at the end of the article that tells about you, your
experience, and your business with a link back to your site), they will likely
click over to your site to see what you are all about, especially if they liked
your post. They’ll figure that if you provided great information for free on a
guest blog, what information do you provide for free on your own and in paid
products.

YouTube Videos
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YouTube videos, and video marketing in general, are great ways to get
people to come back to your site. If you provide interesting, informative
content, chances are high that people will want to come back to your site to
see who you are and what your business is all about.

As there are links embedded in the videos and/or in the descriptive text,
these links are part of off-site SEO strategies to boost your site’s ranking in
the search engines. In the case of YouTube, being that it is owned by the
top search engine (Google), you can gain an additional boost in Google’s
search engine because some of its rankings are based on the rankings of
YouTube content, especially when it comes to video search results in Google.

Content Marketing
Content marketing is where you provide informative, engaging content to
show people that you are an expert in your field and that your business can
help them to solve issues within that industry. You post content on your
site, blog, social media profiles, online forums, and elsewhere to provide
quality free information to people to show them you are knowledgeable in
the field.

The idea is that people will read the content and realize that you can help
them with any issues they are having in that industry (such as learning how
to do effective SEO, for example), so they seek your site out via a link that
appears at the end of the article, post, tweet, etc. They will consider that if
you are providing such helpful, free information, your paid information and
offers must be even better.

Additionally, if you collect their contact information and add them to your
subscriber list, you can continue to follow up with them, provide more
quality free information, and convince them that your paid offers are worth
purchasing.
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Viral Marketing
Viral marketing is a free method that involves your content (text, audio,
video, or combination of the above) being spread around the Internet. It is
called “viral marketing” because it is spread around like a virus is in the
offline world – quickly and almost without end. Unlike a virus in the offline
world, though, having your content spread across the Internet is a good
thing, as this will get your website, business, and yourself noticed by more
people, who will likely come back to your site to check out your business and
what you have to offer.

Again, viral marketing is an off-SEO tactic that can boost your rankings in
the search engines as well because your site links appear on prominent
sites, whether they are prominent sites in your industry, social media sites,
popular blogs and forums related to your industry, etc.

Social Media Marketing
Social media marketing is a free method where you post content to
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, Instagram, Snapchat, and other social
media sites in an effort to get people to notice your business and follow the
links back to your site. (Yes, again, this is off-site SEO). It’s a good way to
get people to learn about you and your business and to consider your offers.

Note: Do not think you can post offers left and right with each post or tweet
and people will just rush over themselves to get to your site. NO! Just as
with email marketing, you can’t just post offers and think it will work.
Instead, you must provide valuable content and information for free to
people to show them that you are an expert in your field. Then, when it’s
appropriate, you mention an offer that could benefit them every so often in a
post or tweet.
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Forum Marketing
Forum marketing is where you join an online forum that either caters to your
niche’s target market or is closely aligned with it. Then, you become a
valued and trusted member of the community by engaging with them,
learning about the issues they are having when it comes to the topic at
hand, and attempt to help them with valuable free information.

After you have become a member for a period of time and made enough
posts, you are allowed to post a link back to your site at the bottom of your
posts, along with some information about yourself, your experience, and
your business. When forum members begin to trust you and see the
information you provide as being useful, they will likely click over to your
site to learn more about what you have to offer.

Again, posting offers on these forum sites will not work, and they’re actually
not allowed anyway. Except in specific advertising sections of an online
forum (if available), any posting of offers anywhere on the forum site will get
you reprimanded and even banned from the site for life, so forum marketing
is NOT posting offers left and right, but rather engaging with the online
communities of these forums, earning their trust, and showing you are an
expert in the niche or field that they can turn to for help and assistance to
overcome the problems or issues they have in the niche or topic.

(And, yes, this is also off-site SEO).

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Advertising
As the name suggests, Pay-Per-Click advertising is where you actually pay a
specific amount for each visitor who clicks on your URL link and visits your
website. PPC advertising involves bidding for specific keywords on a search
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engine or social media site (such as Google, Bing, Yahoo, Facebook, Twitter,
etc.) so that your website URL link will appear in the “sponsored posts”
section of the search engine or social media site. These sections usually
appear at the top of the website listings, though some posts can also appear
along the far sides and even at the bottom of the listings.

Essentially, these sponsored posts sections stand out from the organic
listings, usually because the sponsored posts appear before the organic
listings, plus they are labeled as “sponsored posts.” The key is to get people
to notice your website link and click on it. If a person does, you pay a
certain amount depending on the keyword (often referred to as “cost per
click” or CPC). More popular and in-demand keywords cost more than those
that aren’t as popular and in-demand. Additionally, because Google has
been around and more established than the other search engines and social
media sites, their costs per click on their platform, AdWords, are generally
higher for the same keywords as the other search engines and social media
sites.

Facebook Advertising
Facebook advertising involves the ads you see on the sides of your main
Facebook feed. You pay Facebook a certain amount to show your ads, and
by knowing about who your target audience is and what your advertising
objectives are (brand recognition, more social media engagement, getting
contact info, etc.), you can schedule your ads to be shown when your target
audience is on Facebook.

With virtually every demographic now on Facebook, it’s likely your target
audience is on there as well, so utilizing Facebook advertising can be a great
way to reach them, turn them into subscribers and website visitors,
eventually leading them to become paying customers.
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In truth, other social media sites, including Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+,
Instagram, and Snapchat, also have advertising options you can utilize in a
similar fashion to Facebook’s. However, Facebook’s advertising costs are
often lower than the others, plus their userbase is larger than the rest, which
is why many Internet marketers focus their social media advertising efforts
largely on Facebook.

Solo Advertising
Solo advertising involves paying an ezine owner to show your advertisement
by itself to his/her group of subscribers. The hope is that many of those
subscribers will take an interest in your business and click onto your link,
leading to you gaining website visitors, subscribers, and even customers
over the long-term.

Being that established ezines often have thousands of loyal followers, solo
advertising can be pricey, especially compared to just running an
advertisement in the ezine alongside other ezine advertisements. However,
it’s been noted that solo ads often have the best ezine advertising
engagement and clickthroughs of any type of ezine advertising, so the price
can be well-worth it, especially if the ezine userbase is engaged and fits your
target market, along with your ad copy being effective.

Recall that this chapter just had an overview of some of the methods you
can use to get traffic, both free and paid. We will go over these methods in
a little more detail in the coming chapters.
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Add Quality Content To Your Site For Organic
Results
While organic search engine optimization (SEO) takes longer to achieve
results, if done properly, your site can remain in the top search engine
results for many years to come. Additionally, many people rely on search
engines to find the information they need- if your site is amongst the first
page of results, chances are high you can get many targeted visitors to your
website, and it won’t cost you in terms of money. Thus, this is an effective,
long-term, free way of getting targeted traffic to your site.

Therefore, consider what you know about your industry and what the current
issues are in your industry. You probably have some idea already of what
those issues are, which could make for great topics to write about on your
site/blog, on other people’s sites/blogs, on social media, and on forums
related to your niche.

Additionally, you can do some research to find out what people are
struggling with in your industry. You can look to social media and forum
related to your niche and see what people are saying about your industry.
See what questions keep getting asked over and over again, what problems
keep getting brought up, etc. Then, using your knowledge and research,
provide quality answers to solve those issues for them, along with links back
to your site/blog where they can find out more.

There are also blog and article idea generators you can use online if you are
having trouble coming up with good topics to write about. Virtually
everyone struggles with writer’s block from time to time and needs a sparkthese generators can give you some good ideas on what your next blog post
or article can be so that you keep things interesting and informative for your
site readers, email list subscribers, and social media followers.
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When you consistently put good, informative content on your site/blog,
people will become more familiar with you and will come to your site often to
read your latest content. Search engines will become more aware of your
site for three reasons:

1. Your content will have many notable keywords that relate to the
topic at hand- this will get the attention of the search engines.

2. The number of off-site SEO links that point back to your site,
especially on prominent industry and social media sites, will also get
the search engines’ attention.

3. The amount of time people are spending on your site factors into
search engine rankings; the longer they spend on a site, the more
likely it is a quality site that fills their needs- hence, it will rank
higher in the search engines as a result.

Therefore, pumping out consistently good-quality content is key to boosting
your site’s reputation in the eyes of the search engines, as well as in the
eyes of your target market. Yes, your site’s ranking will NOT rise overnight,
but it will rise over time if you remain consistent in your content marketing
efforts.

Thus, this method takes time, but not money (if you do the content
yourself), and the results that can occur from this method can last for many
years to come, as the visitors who see your site on the first page of the
search engines are likely very targeted, since they are looking for
information on your topic in the first place. They have an issue that needs
to be solved, and they’re looking for the right help to solve it. Your site and
your business can be that help, and the fact you are appearing on the first
page of the search engines for that topic increases your chances of being
that help for them.
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Start With The Free Marketing Methods
As mentioned earlier, many Internet marketers start off with the free
marketing methods to build their businesses before putting money into the
paid marketing methods. Though it often takes time to see results with the
free marketing methods, it will likely pay off over time if you are consistent
with your efforts. Thus, let’s lay out a plan of using free marketing methods
to get your business known and profitable.

On-Site SEO
To utilize on-site SEO, be sure that none of your site’s pages and links are
broken. You don’t want any error messages to result from clicking on a link
or going to a URL, as the search engine spiders that crawl sites to help with
search engine rankings will report back to the search engine that your site is
broken, which will lower your rankings. Be sure all links and pages work
properly.

Be sure to put a good combination of keywords in your meta tags- don’t just
use one or the same keyword over and over again. Instead, use keyword
tools to find contextual keywords (i.e. associated keywords) to your main
keyword and put them in the meta tags.

This leads to the content on your site/blog. Your content must have a fair
amount of keywords dispersed throughout the content, and it can’t just be
the main keyword either. Those contextual keywords must also be used,
and the content must use them in a natural way. Any attempt to stuff your
content with keywords so that there are a higher number of them will result
in the search engines penalizing your site and lowering your rankings.
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Off-Site SEO
As mentioned in the “Free vs Paid Traffic” chapter, there are many ways to
employ off-site SEO to help your site’s search engine rankings. You should
use a combination of content marketing off-site via guest blogging and social
media marketing to get more links back to your site on other prominent
sites. Many online forums have article sections that members can post tothis is another way for you to utilize content marketing to help your off-site
SEO.

Speaking of forums, be sure to join prominent ones that serve your target
audience and get to know them. Post often and try to help them with any
issues or problems they are having in connection with your industry. Offer
recommendations and advice- be sure to utilize your signature file for each
post you make so that more links to your website are presented on the
forum site and that forum members can click on them to visit your site.

Be sure to use various forms of content to help your off-site SEO- don’t think
it should just be all text. In fact, many people prefer videos to learn about
various concepts and information- thus, be sure to upload videos to your
YouTube channel with links back to your site. Also be sure to upload photos
to Instagram and Snapchat that relate to your industry and businessinclude a link either inside the video and/or in the descriptive text of the
video, as well as in your social media profile.

Guest Blogging
Use your favorite search engine to find blogs/sites that are prominent in
your industry. Look to see if they are looking for guest contributors. If they
are, apply to be one- present your experience and credentials and, if
possible, provide a sample of your work (either via attaching a file with
articles/posts in it or by referring to one or more URLs of your content).
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Also be willing to contact other site/blog owners and ask them if they’d be
willing to allow you to post content there regularly (say, once a week or
month). In return, you could allow them to post content on your site/blog
regularly. If you do this, it’d be best if you find blog/site owners who could
complement your site/blog rather than be in direct competition with you –
not only would it be more likely for the site owner to accept your proposal,
but you won’t add extra competition for your business by having other
people in the same industry posting their content on your blog/site.

Content Marketing
Content marketing helps with both on-site and off-site SEO, depending on
whether the content is on your site or on other sites with links back to your
site. The key to effective content marketing is being sure the information is
informative and useful to your target audience/market.

To ensure what you write is useful for your target audience/market, think
about what topics are prevalent in your industry and do some research to
see what people are asking about regarding your industry. Use the search
engines and online forums related to your industry to get an idea about
topics people are asking about, then determine what information will help
them and write about it. Then spread the word about your new post or
article via online forums, your subscriber list, your social media pages,
article directories online, etc.

If you need additional information on what would be good topics to write
about, consider asking on your blog/site, social media pages, online forums,
etc. and directly ask members of your target audience. They’ll let you know
exactly what they want to see.

You can also get a good idea of what people are wanting to know about by
looking at your competitors’ posts/articles and seeing what they are writing
about. Note that you should try to take a different angle on the topic they
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are writing about so that you’re not just repeating their article- you want
your article and information to be unique and able to distinguish yourself
from your competitors. This way, they’ll choose to do business with you, not
them.

Due to the fact that viral marketing and social media marketing have many
positive benefits to them, we will dive into these two free marketing
methods over the next two chapters.
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Utilize The Power Of Viral Marketing
Any content you can get to go viral will be a big boost to getting your site
and business known more quickly. Any type of content can go viral,
including text, photo, audio, and video, though photos and videos are
especially popular to spread around on social media. In addition, Graphics
Interface Format images (commonly referred to as GIFs) and memes
(animated images, videos, and/or text) are also very popular to spread
around on social media.

One way you can help your content to go viral and to utilize the power of
viral marketing is to encourage people to spread your content. Be sure to
add social media buttons to your site and blog post pages – this way, it will
be easy for people to share your content on social media sites, and they can
do it as soon as they finish reading your content, making it likelier they’ll do
it.

In addition, you can provide a free gift in return for sharing your content on
social media. The free gift could be more of your content, access to
exclusive content, or even free access to material you normally charge. This
will also encourage people to spread your content on social media, via RSS
feeds, and on platforms such as WordPress.

Once your content gets on social media, if people like the content, chances
are high they’ll like it and share it, increasing its viral marketing power.
There are instances where a story or even just content about a product or
service was shared for several days on social media, all just because people
continued to pass it around to their family, friends, and followers.

You could also spread the word on social media, on your site/blog, and to
your subscriber list that those who share your content online or on social
media can receive free gifts or bonuses. There are many locations online
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that can spread your content if people like it and you make it easy enough
and worthwhile enough for them to share it.

Note that it’s not just content you post on a site or blog that can be shared;
ebooks, audio files, and videos can also be shared online as well. In fact, in
the early days of Internet marketing, ebooks with affiliate links were
commonly shared with others, allowing the new “owner” to brand the ebook
with his/her affiliate links and pass the ebook onward to others.

The idea behind this was to encourage others to purchase products
recommended in the ebook- if they did, both the creator of the ebook and
the affiliate whose links were in that ebook and used for the order would
make money. The ebook would usually have an option for the person to
brand the ebook with his/her own affiliate links (either for free or for a small
price) and then pass it on to subscribers, customers, and others.

This is really how the idea of viral marketing online got started in the first
place. Though the tactic is not used as readily nowadays as it once was,
used effectively, it could still lead to your content being spread around the
Internet, and the more people who see your content, the more likely they’ll
see you as a trusted source, come to you for your advice and
recommendations, and eventually become paying customers.
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Be Everywhere Socially
If you’ve been following the news headlines over the last few years, you
know that virtually everyone today is on social media, particularly Facebook.
People like to stay connected to family, friends, loved ones, and fans via
social media. It is especially popular with family and friends who are too far
away to see each other in person very often, as well as for long-lost high
school or college friends who have not seen each other since graduation.
Being on social media is a very popular activity in our society today
throughout the world.

This means that you, as a business owner, need to be present and active on
social media as well. Just as not being online is no longer an option in
today’s business world, neither is choosing to avoid social media. If you’re
not on social media, you are losing potential business and relationships to
competitors, which will damage the profitability and longevity of your
business.

The challenges many Internet marketers face are two-fold:

1. They don’t have enough time to handle social media.

2. There are too many platforms and too many differences between
them to learn how to use them all effectively.

Regarding #1, yes, it’s challenging to handle all of the various social media
platforms that are out there and continuing to come online almost daily or at
least weekly. Yet, there is a vast potential market of people available on
these social media platforms, ones you can reach for free if you just reach
out and connect with them.
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This leads to #2, learning how to use each social media platform effectively.
Not all social media platforms are the same; thus, your content can’t be all
the same either. For instance, Facebook posts allow for 2,000 characters,
but Twitter tweets only allow up to 160 characters. Additionally, Instagram
and Snapchat content needs to be in photo and/or video form, not text. The
differences in each social media platform’s preferred content format is
challenging as, again, most Internet marketers don’t have the time to adjust
their content properly for each social media platform.

Fortunately, there are ways to handle the time dilemma. You could hire
virtual assistants/outsourcers to help you, though this can get costly over
time. Another effective way to handle social media is to use a social media
management tool or platform to post your content to the various social
media platforms.

Some of the most popular ones are HootSuite, Buffer, and BleuPagePro.
Each of them allows you to connect many of your social media accounts to
their software platform, then be able to post content to one, some, or all of
your social media accounts right from the platform itself.

These software platforms usually have tools that can help you formulate the
content properly for each social media platform. Additionally, they usually
have tracking tools that enable you to see how much engagement you are
getting with each piece of content you send out. Some features may be
free, others may cost a monthly fee. At least to try out, the free features
will usually suffice; then, you can choose to scale up and pay a monthly fee
as your business gets larger.

With each social media platform, it is vital that you put a link back to your
site on your profile pages. This way, people who visit your social media
profile pages can see who you are, what your business is about, and can
visit your business site directly from the profile pages. Additionally, you
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boost your off-site SEO via the links back to your site on these popular social
media sites.

Something to keep in mind: The younger generations, particularly
millennials (usually defined as being born between 1980-1999) and GenZ
(usually defined being as being born from 2000 onwards) are especially fond
of visual content (i.e. photos, videos), so they are especially fond of the
social media sites Instagram and Snapchat, as both of those platforms
require and revolve around photos and videos for content.

Being that both of these generations are growing in buying power
throughout the world, it would be very wise to make connections to them on
social media, particularly on Instagram and Snapchat. It should also be
noted that both generations prefer brands that align with their core values
and that they are not as brand-loyal as earlier generations. This means that
they are willing to switch brands if another brand aligns more with what they
believe in – all the more reason why you should be willing and eager to
make connections with them on social media now.
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Pick A Paid Traffic Source And Master It
As mentioned earlier, many Internet marketers will begin working with paid
traffic sources after they are getting traffic, subscribers, and sales from free
traffic methods. As also mentioned earlier, paid traffic sources can often
lead to more traffic, subscribers, and sales faster than free traffic sources,
but it costs money (instead of time) to take advantage of that feature.

One mistake some Internet marketers make is trying to master every paid
traffic source that is out there, spending lots of time and money in learning
how to benefit from them for their businesses. Truth be told, a more
effective way of benefiting from paid traffic methods is to really master one
of them and gain the benefits of it. Then, if you wish to expand beyond the
first paid traffic source, you can, but it’s best to really put your time, money,
and effort into learning the ins and outs of one paid traffic source and
mastering it before moving onto another.

Not only will you gain more benefits from the one traffic source by learning
exactly how it works, but you will also gain the benefits faster and spend
less money in the process than trying to learn and work two to three paid
traffic sources at one time.

We will look at the three paid traffic sources we discussed in the “Free vs
Paid Traffic” chapter. Keep in mind to learn how to do one thoroughly first
(i.e. master it) before including another paid traffic source in your business.

Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Advertising
PPC advertising is where you bid on keywords in the major search engines
and social networks to be listed in the “sponsored ads” section, usually at
the top of the listings (though can also appear on the sides and at the
bottom of the listings as well). This is so the ads stand out from the organic
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search engine listings and stand out prominently amongst all of the content
on social media sites.

The most prominent PPC advertising platform in the world is Google
AdWords. As discussed in the “Free vs Paid Traffic” chapter, you bid on
specific keywords so that your URL link gets placed in the “sponsored ads”
section when a person enters that keyword into the search engine. Only if a
person clicks on your link do you have to pay for the click; otherwise, you
don’t.

Thus, it makes sense that you really know your target audience well and
only select keywords that are associated with a high interest in the
product/service/topic. This way, you’re only paying for clicks from people
with a high likelihood of buying or at least subscribing to your list and
potentially becoming a customer later.

In the case of Google AdWords, there are usually four “sponsored ads” at the
top of the page. In addition to the highest bid, Google also takes into
account your site’s “Quality Score,” which is a measure of factors involving
your clickthrough rate, relevance, and landing page quality. This is why your
site needs to have good SEO and no broken links, as it can affect your
chances of getting a sponsored ad on Google.

Other search engines and social media sites are similar in this quality
because they want to provide their users with the best experience possible in
finding the information they are looking for. If they only select the sites that
bid the highest on keywords, they might be selecting sites with large
budgets, but very little quality in terms of content and site experience, which
is why budget and quality of site matter for PPC advertising.

To get started with Google AdWords, head to
https://adwords.google.com/home/how-it-works/. Before you begin, you
will need to decide on some specifics, including whether you want to have
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your advertising show up as search ads, display ads, video ads, and/or app
ads. In addition, you need to decide whether you want your ads shown to
your local area or globally. Also, you need to determine what are the best
keywords to bid on, based on data provided by Google. Plus, you need to
decide how much per day you’re willing to spend on ads- if your amount is
reached via clicks before the end of the day, your ad will no longer show for
the rest of the day. This way, you can be assured you won’t go over the
budget you set when using PPC Advertising.

Facebook Advertising
There are some similarities between Facebook advertising and PPC
advertising in that you will bid here as well. First, you need to be a
registered Facebook user and create a Business page (NOT a profile page).
Be sure the page is fully filled out with your business details.

The best strategy to being successful with Facebook advertising is to define
the goals you wish to gain from the advertising before doing it. Do you want
to gain brand recognition, subscribers, or sales? Answering this will help you
to determine what is the best type of Facebook ad to run.

Go to the Facebook Ads Manager and choose the objective that most closely
aligns with your goals, such as “Raise attendance at your event” or “Send
people to your website.” Then, define the parameters of the target audience
you wish to reach and the amount of ad spend you wish to spend (either by
day or over the lifetime of the ad).

Then, you choose the objective you wish to bid on- clicks or impressions,
followed by the time of day you want your ad to run. Specifically targeting
the audience you wish to reach, the amount of budget you wish to spend,
the objective you wish to achieve, and the time of day your ad will run
(when your target audience is mostly on Facebook) will enable you to get
the most from your Facebook advertising.
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Solo Advertising
You want to find the best ezines to run your solo ad in. Specifically, the best
ezines are those that have targeted, engaged subscribers- anything less will
likely result in a loss of investment because you likely won’t get much return
on it with lower-quality, less-engaged subscribers.

Use your favorite search engine and look for your “topic + newsletter”
(where topic = your selected topic/industry/niche), your “topic + ezine,” and
your “topic + solo ad.” This will give you a good list of ezines to check out.

Next, go to the sites, evaluate how professional those sites look. If the sites
don’t look professional, don’t subscribe to those ezines/newsletters.
Subscribe to those ezines/newsletters of sites that look professional and
evaluate how their ezines/newsletters look in your inbox. (Note: You may
want to use an alternate email address to separate these ezines from the
rest of your email). Any that look unprofessional or full of ads, remove
those ezines/newsletters from consideration.

With the remaining ezines/newsletters, contact the publishers by chat,
email, or phone and compliment them on their newsletters. Then mention
that you have an advertisement that you think would be a good match for
their subscriber base. Ask how much a solo ad is, how it will be displayed in
their newsletters, and how well solo ads have done for previous purchasers.

It’s likely not all of them reply- evaluate the ones that do. If they reply with
a positive response to your request and mention anything about how well
their solo ads have done in the past, then that would be a good choice for
purchasing a solo ad.
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Be sure that your advertising copy is formatted properly and displays the
merits of your offer to the target audience. Either write the ad yourself or
hire a copywriter to write it for you. Also consider running two versions of
the ad to the same newsletter subscribers and/or run the same solo ad to
two newsletters’ subscribers to evaluate effectiveness and see which does
better in terms of clickthroughs, opt-in sign-ups, and/or sales. Essentially,
it’s A/B testing of your solo ads, which can be effective in improving your
solo advertising.

Remember, your best bet with paid traffic is to learn thoroughly (i.e. master)
one paid traffic method first before including another one in your business.
This way, you will not frivolously spend money and will also maximize your
ROI on the money you do spend.
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Use Google Analytics To Keep Tabs On Your
Traffic
Google Analytics is a great, free way to evaluate the quality of traffic that is
coming to your site or to your app. Google Analytics can help you learn the
number of people who visit your website and where they live. It can also
help you learn which websites send traffic to your site, the marketing tactics
that help to drive the most traffic to your site, which pages on your site are
the most popular, and how many of your site’s visitors actually turn into
leads or customers. You can also learn how fast or slow your website is
loading and how you can improve your site’s loading speed, a critical ranking
factor in SEO.

If you don’t already have a Google account, be sure to sign up for one, as
you’ll need that to have a Google Analytics account. Note that this Google
account should be one only you have access to (you can grant access to
your Google Analytics account later, but only you should have full control of
it).

To set up Google Analytics for your site, fill out the information for your
website and install the tracking code via the “Get Tracking ID” button. This
code must be installed on every page of your site- exactly how this will be
done depends on whether your site uses HTML or WordPress, or if you use a
blogging site like Tumblr, etc., but it can be installed on almost every
configuration possible.

Once you have installed the Tracking Code, go to the Admin link at the top of
your Google Analytics profile and click on “Goals” under your website’s
“View” column. Click on the “New Goal” button and either choose the
“Custom” option or one of the pre-set options that matches up with your
goal, click “Next Step.” Choose a name for your goal, select “Destination,”
click “Next Step.”
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You will then enter your thank you or confirmation page’s URL after the .com
portion of your website in the “Destination” field, then change the drop-down
to “Begins with.” You then toggle the value, enter a specific dollar value (or
applicable metric) for that conversion, then “Create Goal” to complete the
setup.

This will allow Google Analytics to tell you when something important has
happened on your website, whether that’s generating a lead through a
contact form, or a customer completing an order by reaching the thank
you/confirmation page on your website, etc. Using Google Analytics can
help you to learn how effective your marketing is and help you pinpoint
areas where you can improve your marketing efforts so you can more return
on your money and time investments.
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Take Full Control Of Your Traffic
Always remember, “the money is in the list.” Many novice Internet
marketers make the mistake of just looking for the one sale and not working
to build their lists. On average, it takes at least seven contacts with a
prospect before he/she is willing to make a purchase. Additionally, younger
generations (i.e. millennials and GenZ) are especially price- and value-savvy,
so they will especially take their time to look for the best deal. Thus,
expecting to make sales from one contact is unrealistic and will likely lead to
the failure of your business before it can get established.

Look at the long-term relationship with your customer and have the mindset
of getting people to join your list and building a relationship with them.
Therefore, you should always look to direct people to your opt-in page or
form and offering a valuable free item/report/ebook/software program/etc.
to get them to opt into your list.

Once they get onto your list, then you can provide them with more
interesting content via good email marketing practices, as well as let them
know who you are and show that you are a trustworthy source they can turn
to when they are looking for help with issues or problems related to your
industry. This is how you build a long-term business online that lasts for
years and decades to come.

Thus, your best bet is to grow your list and not worry so much about the
immediate sale. You want these people to become lifelong customers who
keep coming back to you again and again. The only way you can do that is
to grow your email list, follow-up with them with interesting content through
good email marketing practices, then present them with a relevant, quality
offer here and there. This is the real key to long-term success and wealth
with Internet marketing.
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Conclusion
After reading this ebook, you should have a pretty good idea of the ways you
can get traffic to your website. You should also know that quality of traffic
matters just as much, if not more so, than quantity of traffic. You have to
focus on getting members of your target market/audience to notice your site
and your offer, not people who would have no interest in what you are
offering, in order to gain subscribers and customers.

There are free and paid ways to get traffic. Most Internet marketers start off
with free methods in order to save on costs. Free traffic-generating methods
usually take longer to work, but they can provide quality free traffic for
many years to come if done properly, especially when you use SEO, content
marketing, viral marketing, and social media marketing. The power of viral
marketing in particular can help to spread your content around the Internet
so that more people see it, become interested in your business and offers,
and become subscribers and eventually customers.

Paid traffic-generating methods cost money, but can also lead to subscribers
and sales coming faster. Most Internet marketers will add paid trafficgenerating methods after their businesses are established and they have
subscribers and customers coming in from free traffic method. As
recommended earlier in this book, to avoid frivolously spending money,
focus on one paid traffic method and really mastering it before adding a
second paid traffic method to your business.

Finally, be sure to always build your list- many new Internet marketers focus
too much on the one-time sale, not on the lifelong value and relationship
with a customer. Most people will not buy on first contact anyway- your best
bet for a lifelong customer is through adding them to your email list and
following up with him/her through good email marketing practices. Continue
to provide quality content in most of your messages, with an occasional,
relevant offer here and there. You need to show that you are trustworthy
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and really looking out for the best interests of your subscribers and
customers, not just how much money you can make off of them. By
focusing on the long-term value of your subscribers and customers by
adding quality traffic to your list and following up with them, you have a
much better chance of building a thriving online business that lasts many
years and decades to come.

Good luck!

